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UPDATE  

 

The Elections Department is currently going through its busiest time of the year, 

Presidentials! We have been working very hard over the past month to have everything 

ready for the next two weeks. We have 5 nominations for Presidential and one 

Referendum team. We will be hosting two events: Meet n’ Greet and the Presidential 

Debate and we have been heavily promoting these events on Facebook and Twitter. We 

also have made key decisions in the rules and despite some challenges, have managed to 

negotiate with key partners to ensure that the Presidential/Referendum election is run 

smoothly and fairly. 

 

SERVICE USAGE  

 

Our service was not used as much during the December month as there was no 

pressing election happening (apart from the Presidential proclamation) and faculty 

societies were not running their elections. January has been a very busy month for us. We 

have received over 5 requests from faculty societies wanting to use our service. The 

Presidential/Referendum election has also kept us busy. We have seen greater traffic 

during our office hours with students asking questions about the election. We suspect the 

last two weeks will be incredibly busy and that our two events will be well attended. We 

are also looking ahead to the SRA election. 

 

PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

 

 Our finished projects have mainly been surrounding the Presidential election 

campaign. We redesigned all of our posters and finally finished our new logo! We also 

have been in great collaboration with the MSU Wants You working group to figure out 

ways we can make our election more transparent and accessible. We have also continued 

to meet with the EC every two weeks to ensure consistently and communication. Our 

Presidential proclamation was a success and our promotional campaign has been well 

received. We have also hired our incoming CRO (Helen Zeng)!!!! 
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UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
 

The Elections Department is currently very busy with many upcoming events and 

projects! Our two biggest events, the Meet n’ Greet and the Debate are taking place this 

week on Tuesday and Thursday respectively. We have also tried to collaborate with 

groups like Diversity Services and the SAS to ensure that our events are as accessible as 

possible. We are also looking into creating our first Presidential survey to give out to the 

candidates. This survey will gather key information about why Presidential candidates 

run for the election and hopefully this information will help the Elections Department and 

the MSU Wants You working group to make more meaningful and informed decisions in 

the future. We are also looking into collaborating with Faculty societies to help run 

events for the SRA election to ensure we reach out to as many students as possible. We 

are also in the process of finalizing our new contract with SimplyVoting. 

 

BUDGET  

 
VOLUNTEERS 

 

The Elections Committee has been doing well these past few weeks. Since a 

member dropped to be a part of a campaign team, we have since elected Eshan Shah. He 

seems to be adjusting well to the committee. Moreover, we are utilizing the entire 

committee in promoting and running the election. They have been given Presidential T-

shirts to wear during the campaign and are manning tables and handing out merchandise 

to promote the election. We are meeting once more before the Presidential fines meeting. 

Though we anticipate this fines meeting to be long, members will be compensated with a 

meal.  

  

 

CURRENT CHALLENGES  

 

A challenge we are currently facing is one that any Elections Department would 

face during the Referendum and Presidential Election. With such a large campaign, we 

are busier than ever with complaints, communicating to campaign teams, and organizing 

promotional events. Moreover, with the Referendum this year on the topic of Vice-
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President elections, the Elections Department will have to begin looking at ways we 

might have to accommodate a Vice-President Election after SRA Generals.  

 

SUCCESSES  

 

Our proclamation and logo launch has been extremely well received! We are 

super happy with all the design work provided by the Underground. We haven’t had too 

many issues so far with the Presidential campaigning and we hope that the election runs 

smoothly and is well received. We are also working very hard to ensure that students are 

informed about the Referendum and are able to cast a vote with confidence. We are also 

extremely happy with how well our EC has been in the past month. It has been a bit 

difficult with some challenging our decisions on rules and such, but our EC has remained 

confident and understanding. We couldn’t ask for a better group of dedicated students! 

  


